
Prof. Gary Hamel
The World's Most Profound Business Thinker

Gary Hamel is one of the world's most influential and iconoclastic business thinkers. He has worked with leading companies across the

globe. He has been on the faculty of the London Business School for more than 30 years and is the Director of the Management Innovation

Lab.

"A management innovator without peer" Financial Times

In detail
Fortune magazine describes Hamel as "the world's leading expert

on business strategy," and the Financial Times calls him a

"management innovator without peer." Hamel has been ranked by

The Wall Street Journal as the world's most influential business

thinker and is a fellow of the Strategic Management Society and

of the World Economic Forum. Hamel's groundbreaking concepts

such as "strategic intent," "core competence," "industry

revolution," and "management innovation," have changed the

language and practice of management in organizations around

the globe.  

What he offers you
Prof. Hamel has led transformational efforts in some of the world's

most notable companies and has helped to create billions of

dollars in shareholder value. His pioneering concepts have

changed the practice of management in companies around the

world.Prof. Hamel is one of the world's most sought-after

management speakers, providing fresh thinking, deep insights

and powerful advice on the toughest, most important issues in

business.

Languages
Gary presents in English.

Topics

Innovation from Everyone, Every Day

Building an "Evolutionary Advantage"

Busting Bureaucracy, for Good

Competing for the Future

Reimagining Work

Reinventing Leadership for a Post-Bureaucratic World

Want to know more?
Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

could bring to your event.

How to book him?
Simply phone or e-mail us.
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Humanocracy
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What Matters Now: How to Win in a World of Relentless Change,

Ferocious Competition, and Unstoppable Innovation
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Leading the Revolution: How to Thrive in Turbulent Times by Making

Innovation a Way of Life

2007

The Future of Management
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